Polo2008

The Volkswagen Polo is a supermini car produced by the German car manufacturer Volkswagen
since It is sold in Europe and other markets worldwide in hatchback , sedan and estate variants.
The Polo has been produced in six generations. As of , there have been six separate
generations of the Polo, usually identified by a "Series" or "Mark" number. Some generations
were facelifted midway through production, with the updated versions known unofficially by an
addition of the letter F to the mark number, e. Some members of the automotive press and some
enthusiasts consider the facelifts to be separate models and have therefore used the unofficial
designations Polo Mk1 to Mk7 for previous generations. The body style has been varied through
the life of the car, originally as a hatchback which derived from the Audi Volkswagen vehicles
built off different platforms have carried the Polo nameplate. Starting in , Volkswagen sold the
Polo in Japan initially through an agreement with Japanese dealership Yanase that specializes
in European and North American vehicles. Of all Volkswagens imported into Japan, only the
Polo until and the Golf until , complied with Japanese government dimension regulations until
the introduction of the VW Up! Volkswagen helped consolidate the pre-eminence of the
so-called hot hatch genre of high-performance hatchbacks with their Golf GTI in , and has
produced a number of performance versions of the Polo. The GT G40 with its 1. It was used by
Volkswagen to set a number of world endurance speed records, such as the 1. The fastest
version of the Polo Mk3 on the United Kingdom market was the 1. Available only in Germany,
this was based on the one make racing series Polo Cup Racer hatchback. The Club Sport came
with a roll cage inside the vehicle and Recaro racing seats as standard. Available with the same
1. The first Polo was effectively a rebadged version of the Audi 50 hatchback launched in
August The Mk1 and Mk2 versions of the Polo were then standalone models in the Volkswagen
range. The Ibiza was actually launched before the Polo Mk3 and shared essentially all its
mechanicals, the dashboard and other interior components, although there were no body
panels shared between the two cars. The first Polos were hatchbacks , with the sedan being
marketed as the Volkswagen Derby. This latter version, also known as the squareback in the
original German brochures, "steilheck", literally "steep tail" amongst other nicknames was the
most popular in virtually every country where the Polo was sold. Despite the differences in
silhouette and target market segment, all body types were 2- or 3-door only. The Polo is a
compact car, with a traditional transversely mounted engine and front wheel drive. Mk1 Polos
only came with four cylinder petrol engines, but for the Mk2, a diesel engine was offered for the
first time, although only in certain markets, others having to wait until the launch of the Mk3.
The current range includes a variety of three and four cylinder petrol and diesel engines. Early
versions used a four-speed manual transmission , whilst the current car is available with either
six speed manual or five speed automatic transmission. The suspension system on all models
uses a fully independent MacPherson strut front suspension, and a Twist-beam rear
suspension. Most models use disc brakes at the front and rear drum brakes , although some
recent models have all round disc brakes. The first-generation Polo, a rebadged version of the
Audi 50 , was introduced in and was produced until October By , , Polos were produced
worldwide. The differences between the Audi and Volkswagen models were minor, with the Polo
being cheaper and much more basic. The two cars were initially sold alongside each other, but
the Audi 50 never sold as well, and was withdrawn in The Polo was manufactured at the
Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg. The manufacturer let it be known that Bertone had been
involved in the styling of the Polo and its Audi sibling, although the car was essentially an
in-house Audi design, with the Italian design studio's contribution restricted to the circular
extractor vent cover at the base of the C pillar, and the small "flick-up" at the rear end of the
waist line. In , the Derby saloon was released, which was simply a Polo, identical to the
hatchback from the C-pillar forward, with a large boot attached. The Mark 1 Polo and Derby were
facelifted in unofficially referred to as the Mark 1F with plastic bumpers, a different front grille
and a revised dashboard. The Polo Mk2 or Typ 86C was introduced in October , [1] [7] with the
major change being the introduction of a third body style with a steep almost vertical rear
window, in addition to a version resembling the original Mk1 shape with a diagonal rear window.
The sedan version received the name of Volkswagen Derby. By , the one millionth Polo was
produced. The second million were produced by The Polo competed in the supermini sector
with its new rivals like Austin Metro and Ford Fiesta and it was one of the largest superminis in
production at this time, meaning that it was close to larger cars including the Ford Escort in
terms of size, space and price. Within two years of its launch, however, it was faced with
competition from a wave of new rivals, particularly the Fiat Uno and Peugeot A fuel efficient
two-cylinder diesel was prototyped in the mid s with a G40 supercharger to overcome its small
capacity, although this did not make it to production. A high fuel efficiency model which did
make production was the petrol-engined Formel E E for Economy , introduced at the launch in
with a 1. Similar systems were later used on the Volkswagen Golf Mk3 and various systems

from other car manufacturers. Its reliability and build quality were among the best to be found
on a small car of this era, and in the years since then it went on to achieve a higher survival rate
than many of its competitors. However, some engines were only available on certain markets.
For example, the British market never received any diesel-engined versions of the Polo, even
though the diesel engine was already available on many similar cars by the end of the s, namely
the Ford Fiesta , Vauxhall Nova and Peugeot The new look saw square headlights, enlarged and
reshaped tail-lights, bigger bumpers and a new interior dashboard and door trim. As well as the
cosmetic differences, under the skin the car received modifications to the chassis, suspension
and brakes. The new Polo retained the previous four-cylinder engines but now as well as the
carburettor 1. The saloon was only produced in Spain, and production ceased in due to
disappointing sales. Defining features of the GT include red piping in the bumpers, black
overhead cloth, a rev counter and a red "GT" badge in the grille. Soon after the launch of the
Mark IIF, another sporting model was added to the range â€” a new version of the supercharged
G40 , now as a full production model in all markets rather than the limited batch of Mark II G40s.
Features that define the G40 from other Polo models at the time on top of the GT include a
bee-sting aerial, BBS cross-spoke alloy wheels, Le Mans interior trim and front and rear red
"G40" badges. The Mark III Polo or Typ 6N , sometimes referred to as the "Mark 4" by
enthusiasts as it is the Polo's fourth guise appeared in , [1] [9] and was a completely new model
on a new chassis , available as three- and five-door hatchback versions, the latter making VW
the last major European manufacturer to finally offer rear side doors in this class. This platform
actually used the floorpan of the Volkswagen Golf Mk3 a multitude of mechanical parts and all
of the suspension components were interchangeable among the three models. Although the
dashboard and a number of mechanical components, including engines, were shared with the
Ibiza, outwardly the two cars were different, with no shared body panels. An all-new 1. Also new
to the range were 1. They were referred to internally by Volkswagen as the Typ 6KV , and shared
body panels with the SEAT model rather than the Polo hatchback models, with some cosmetic
alterations such as new rear and front bumpers and headlights. Unveiled in September , the
all-new Mark IV or Typ 9N , sometimes erroneously referred to as the "Mark 4" model was put on
sale in early The rear taillights resemble that of the B5. Outwardly the most recognisable change
is the use of quad round headlights similar to the Lupo's. This version of the Polo was a mixed
success in the United Kingdom. It sold reasonably well though not as well as some earlier Polos
but several customer satisfaction surveys by high-profile motoring magazines such as Top
Gear gave the Polo a very low rating. Top Gear' s survey rated the Polo as the third least
satisfying supermini to own, with only the Fiat Punto and Rover 25 receiving a worse rating. The
Polo Classic for the Australian market was sourced from China, making it the first Chinese built
car to be exported to a right hand drive country. For the first time in Polo's history, the car was
declared European Car of the Year , for Production for the United Kingdom market started in
August , with first deliveries beginning in October Boot capacity is increased by 10 litres to
litres of storage space with litres with the seats folded down. The car is 7. In , a sedan based on
the Polo Mk5 platform was developed for being launched in India and Russia, and therefore
exported to several markets. This saloon is known as Volkswagen Vento or Polo Sedan,
depending on the country. In several markets, it is succeeded by the Volkswagen Virtus, while
some markets like Mexico offered the Virtus alongside the Vento for the purpose of keeping a
budget-friendly option. The Ameo is another sedan based on the Polo Mk5 platform. It was
developed for the Indian market and launched in June The car comes with a range of 1. Boot
space has increased by about 25 percent from litres to litres. As standard, the car comes with
front collision detection, blind spot assist and emergency stopping. The car is said to be
extremely customizable coming in 14 colours, and 17 dashboard colours. Volkswagen
developed the sixth-generation Polo in a sedan body style badged as Virtus , which is produced
in Brazil and exported to most Latin American countries. In Brazil, all Virtus versions are sold as
flex fuel vehicles gasoline and ethanol , and the 1. The rest of the options are all equipped with
the TSI engines, with 1. In Mexico, the Virtus was launched in August , coming up with a 1. In
Russia, a separate Polo model was released in Volkswagen has given the Russian market Polo
a Jetta-like front fascia, and a unique rear fascia to differentiate it from the Rapid. As the result,
it is mechanically unrelated to the Mk6 Polo. It is offered with a 1. This makes it highly
collectible today and according to Top Gear magazine, "a potential future classic". If kept in
good condition, this lightweight and small engined car will keep up with much larger rivals
thanks to its supercharger. After production of the G40 ended in , Volkswagen decided to
release the first GTI-branded Polo in a limited batch of just It was released in and available only
in left hand drive. It featured a 1. The 16V came with the 1. However, the GTI â€” available only in
3 or 5 door hatchback body styles in three colours being red, silver and black used a 1. There
were also standard extras such as Climatronic fully automatic air conditioning, xenon

headlights with a headlight washer system, a six-disc CD autochanger with a GAMMA head unit,
exclusive sports interior with leather steering wheel, handbrake and gearstick, chrome inserts,
and driver aids such as ABS with EBD and an EDL a system to aid traction. Leather and satellite
navigation were also optional extras. Many of the Polo GTI 5 speed gearboxes fail due to faulty
differential rivets and bearings which can only be rectified through a rebuild. With the
introduction of the Polo, the GTI model was discontinued and was given no direct replacement.
There was however a GT model produced, featuring the same 1. This gave the GT very
impressive in-gear acceleration, meaning it could make light work of overtaking as well as pull
itself out of corners on twisting B roads with ease whilst returning fuel economy of over 50
mpg. It was not until late , after yet another Polo revamp that the GTI was reintroduced. This
time it boasted a 1. Despite the impressive figures this new model lacked the standard features
of the Polo GTI Mk3 with xenon headlights not even on the options list and fully digital climate
control only being an expensive option. The Mk5 Polo also includes features not found on
previous generation Polos such as touch screen satellite navigation and a seven-speed version
of VW's DSG gearbox as standard. It featured a new 1. It came standard with a 6-speed manual
gearbox, unlike its predecessor which was only available with a 7-speed DSG. It was launched
with only 6-speed DSG dual-clutch transmission available. Along with the engine, the GTI
version came standard with lowered suspension, GTI badges, GTI bumpers, 17 inch wheels, sill
extensions, bigger brakes, red brake calipers, twin exhausts, tartan seats, a sport steering, red
stitching, and a roof spoiler. The sales of Volkswagen Polo set a benchmark for Volkswagen
which sold more than 12 million cars globally so far, in February Volkswagen produced the
11,,th Polo worldwide at the celebration event of its first production anniversary in Pune, India.
It was the UK's sixth best-selling new car. The Polo Vivo is consistently the top-selling
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